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Cars
- Gloria Keeley
if we could talk for hours
I’d tell you of planned nights
nights that I have mapped and charted
that we might journey through and
visit every part of
no traffic on the roads
just us
exploring slick streams
that keep replenishing at the
toss of a pebble gently flown
to the waters
if we could touch for hours
you’d know of planned nights
riding in warm cars
the motor idling at the
dips of rivers
idling at quiet, swaying
forest trees
trees bending silence in our ears
you, a canopy over me
as we dull the motor
and shift into night

Opera-glasses?
- Lois Greene Stone
Will dress codes ever come back for theatre-goers? My very first opera, during my New
York childhood, was at the Met, sitting in a reserved box. I still remember...
I ran into my older sister's room, jumped on top of the chenille bedspread, then pulled out
a magazine. “Look! I've got a libetto."
Scanning the grey cover, Carole corrected, "Libretto. It's libretto."
I scowled at the corrected pronunciation. "Look! I went to the opera."
"Hansel and Gretel, sung in English," Carole read the cover. "Did you like it?"
"I don't know." I dropped into a seated position. Cotton fluffs puffed upwards creating
more linty fibers.
"I hate that spread, too," Carole smiled.
"Let me tell you something," I whispered, sharing a confidence. "Hansel was really a girl
dressed up pretending to be a boy."
"Really?" Carole feigned amazement. She crossed her legs, spreading her pleated skirt
over wool knee socks.
"Says right there. Under cast. Part of Hansel was played by, see," I pointed, "it's a girl's
name. Besides, no boy could sing so high."
"Metropolitan Opera House Grand Opera," Carole read the cover out loud. "Wow. This
book's expensive. Thirty-five cents. And look at the way the title of the opera is spelled: Haensel
Und Gretel."
"I didn't notice." I looked.
"It says this is the original Italian, French, or German libretto with correct English
translation. Oh, also says it's a fairy opera in three acts. Let's see, first copyright 1905 F.
Rullman, and then again in 1925."
"Don't you want to know what was best? Don't you?"
"Sure."
"Ermine."
Carole got off the bed and unsuccessfully tried to brush lint from her skirt by pulling it
outwards and shaking it. "Ermine?"
"Ermine. Some ladies in the orchestra had on white ermine capes. Gorgeous. I could see
them from the box with real chairs that Mom and I were sitting in. We were stuck on the side of
the theatre seeing the stage sideways. Ermine ladies were downstairs sitting forward but didn't
have moving chairs like Mom 'n me."
"What about music? Acting?"
"Oh I couldn't understand anything they were singing. It didn't sound like English. And
no one ever spoke." I stood on the bed. The mattress indented, and I wobbled in an attempt to
stay steady. In a fake, high-pitched voice, I sang, "I am going down the lane to see you." Then, I
began to jump on the bed as if it were a trampoline. "These 1940's are great!" My hair went up
each time I was coming down from a jump. Then I sang, "Gretel, my Gretel, jump on this bed."
Carole just smiled.
"The theatre was beautiful. Lot's of gold everywhere. And big. And outside, right on the
street, carpenters carried sets that stuck out on the sidewalk."
"They're stagehands, not carpenters. Someday there'll be a theatre like that big enough so

that the street doesn't have to have scenery," Carole stated as if she already knew.
"Well, anyway. Little lights were behind orchestra seats, and people turned them on to
read spots in the libretto. I liked watching that. The music was stupid with all the high singing,
and Hansel and Gretel didn't look like I wanted them to, so I stared at people below."
"Tell me why you said ermine."
"During intermission," I related this with excitement, "we went downstairs. Some ladies'
ermine capes swished when they came through the doors. One lady, who smelled from perfume,
saw I was looking at her cape, and she came over and let me touch it. Then she did the most
wonderful thing: she put it around me, and it trailed on the floor. I felt like a real princess. All I
needed was a crown, and no one would have believed I wasn't."
Carole embraced me.
"Only the singing was annoying. Other than that, I loved going to the opera."
Now, 2016, I love the music, but part of the once 'special' feeling of going to the theatre
was also being in 'special' clothing. Just as dining is different from eating, so is attending live
performances from movies. Seems, however, that the attire for most everything is jeans,
sneakers, tee shirts. Yoga pants sometimes substitute for jeans. Where I now live, there are
touring Broadway shows several times a year, and many patrons going to their seats carry soft
drinks, beer, and pretzels; the glow from smartphones sometimes can be seen.
Clothing once seemed to have the word ‘proper’ as an important adjective. We dressed
often to respect another who saw us or to be ‘correct’ for the time and place. None would think
of going to a church or synagogue with attire typically worn for casual activities. Women wore
skirts and men were in jackets and ties even to baseball games, as evidenced in the documentary
footage on Jackie Robinson.
Society changed with Rosie the Riveter during World War II, but Rosie left the
workforce and replaced her slacks with a Swirl dress once the war ended. It was proof of
peacetime when fabric was available and a foreign designer decreed skirts should be below the
calf and have abundant material moving as a woman walked. Men were still in wool suits.
Garters to secure their socks would not reveal any skin when sitting, and suspenders kept their
trousers in a smooth line. None would be without a hat. Furs connoted status, and the stole, more
affordable than a coat, allowed women to indicate their husband’s income.
College dances, as with high school proms, had men in white jackets or tuxedos, and
women in bouffant gowns of net over taffeta; none revealed ‘improper-to-show’ body parts. I
went to college with a dress code enforced to this day as if it were Wimbleton’s white tennis
clothes mandate. No slacks or dungarees except on Saturday and only until 4 pm, no matter the
weather, was demanded. Why? It was never questioned. Neither was the 10:30 pm curfew
imposed on girls, and the penalty for violating that was unpleasant.
When did we begin to blur the lines for ‘going out’ to church/synagogue, theatre, galas,
sporting events, ‘anyplace’? Why did women accept Versace’s designs that exposed the breasts
from neck to navel, and the gowns needing double-faced tape to secure the entire bosom so it
would not be exposed? When did cleavage come to be where a viewer wanted to look rather than
take in the whole woman’s appearance? The Wonderbra which preceded Victoria’s Secret
success could have been rejected, but sexuality slid in as co-ed dorms became the norm. Quietly,
jeans became ‘uniform,’ and people paid to have them torn. Imagine a parent in the ‘40's or ‘50's,
or even the ‘60's, seeing ripped slacks on their children! The rips serve no function except ‘cool’,
and not temperature-wise.

I saw a piece in “The Wall Street Journal”, June 2016, that showed correct men’s evening
wear: sockless, loafers, trousers very tight and closed with sweat-pants string, and a tuxedo
jacket minus lining so it’s ‘relaxed.’ Major men’s designers proclaim this newest look. Bra
straps showing are ‘cool’, and shorts so small the lower part of the backside is exposed is ‘cool’
for females. Anyone not in beyond-casual attire seems ‘stuffy’ and ‘out of date’.
We’ve dress codes now: uniforms of tight, or torn, or body-revealing make a statement...
even at the opera.

Eleanor Was Always with Her
- Bonita LeFlore
Today was Harriet’s birthday. She had no special plans. After all, at her age, seventy,
birthdays came and went so fast that to call particular attention to one would have been foolish.
Sometimes, when waiting for the bus, Harriet counted on her fingers how many children
she had taken care of. She parsed the numbers by years to make it a more manageable diversion.
It was easy enough to lose count.
After Franklin Roosevelt died, Harriet’s mother, who had a succession of children named
for important people, was ready and waiting for Franklin Thurgood Baker to be born. “I’m glad I
had you instead of another boy,” she later told her daughter. “You’ll see, women outlive men ‒
we outsmart them, too.”
At ten Eleanor Harriet Baker didn’t know enough men to gauge whether her mother was
stating a fact. One day she found an old address book with empty pages and started to use it as a
diary, a repository for her thoughts so she could keep the facts straight. Her mother suggested
that she include some ideas from her namesake, Eleanor Roosevelt.
Her first family, as she called them, changed her name. They thought Eleanor was not a
fitting name for a person of her position and class. So in 1959, her middle name, Harriet, became
her first, but Eleanor was always with her.
Her first family had no idea who Harriet Tubman was, even though they had the paper
delivered every day, and, to Harriet’s amazement, one entire room in their apartment was filled
with books. The shelves were from floor to ceiling, encasing two large windows overlooking
Fifth Avenue and the park beyond. Harriet was not their regular nanny. Her job, as she told her
mother, was to clean up after Miss Hecker.
“I’m in training, that’s what Mrs. Benchley told me.”
“I don’t understand, you pick up after someone who was hired to pick up?”
“There are things that Miss Hecker doesn’t do,” Harriet said firmly.
“Well now, I do believe I’ve heard it all.” Her mother shook her head. “Rich people are
surely the strangest humans.” Her mother waited for a reply and when none was forthcoming
said, “Here’s one for your little book, Eleanor. It is not fair to ask of others what you are not
willing to do yourself.”
Harriet took Henry, her first child, as she called him, to the park one morning when Miss
Hecker had a doctor’s appointment. There, facing the white nannies sitting on the bench across
from the black babysitters, Harriet learned her worth.
“They…” The woman sitting next to her turned, and looked at the nannies with blue
capes over their white uniforms, busily laughing with each other. “They make two dollars per
hour. That’s not fair. Is it? I make fifty cents.” The woman got up and went over to the sandbox
to pick up the toys the boy she was watching had discarded.
“How old are you, Harriet?” She asked, returning to the bench with two sandy trucks.
“I’m eighteen, why?” Harriet lied and looked down at Henry, who was sleeping in his
stroller.
“No, you’re not, you’re fifteen if you’re a day. Those people are taking advantage of you.
How much do you get paid for working six days a week?”
“Mrs. Benchley told me not tell anyone how much I was being paid.”
“And why do you suppose that is?”
Harriet remembered she would have been too afraid to ask for a raise. But it didn’t matter

because the Benchley’s were going away for the summer. They were taking Miss Hecker with
them, and they didn’t need her anymore. She missed Henry for a while but not deeply.
Harriet tapped her fingers against the side of her cotton dress and started counting slowly.
She tried to remember all of the children who came after Henry. The family she worked for now
needed her to work nights. They wanted her to be at their apartment when their daytime help left
and leave when the help returned in the morning. When Harriet arrived at six she fed the
children, gave them a bath and presented them to their parents for an evening story. By this time
it was eight and, while the children were being read to, Harriet put away the toys scattered during
the day. Mrs. Hall had a few rules; all of Harriet’s families had rules.
The M2 which stopped on Madison and 66th street at nine was usually on time. Harriet
had been taking the same bus for five years. The route through the upper east side of Manhattan
passed shiny boutiques and well-dressed people until it reached 110th street. There the
neighborhood made a shift to the world where Harriet lived.
“You’re three minutes late, Billy.” She tapped her watch and laughed. The bus driver had
become friendly a few years earlier when he realized she was one of his regulars.
“Yeah, Harriet, I know.” He waited for her to pull herself up the first few steps. “Been a
busy day.” He looked in his rear-view mirror to check the passengers. “I’ll make it up when we
get into the 80’s. I see a seat half way back, move up when you can; I have some good news.”
Harriet smiled, dipped her card into the kiosk, and walked holding on to the backs of each
seat until she made her way to the middle of the bus. A slender girl, sitting next to the window,
was looking out at two dog walkers.
“Crazy isn’t it? These rich folks buy dogs, and they can’t be bothered to walk them. Too
much trouble, I guess; all they want them for is petting.” Harriet lowered herself into the seat
next to girl.
The girl smiled but didn’t say anything.
“You work for one them, right?” Harriet asked.
“Well, I don’t know yet.”
“Where you going?”
The girl read from a scrap of paper in her hand, “1105 Park Avenue.”
“Ooh, you’ll be working for one of them, all right,” Harriet adjusted her dress.
“I’ve got to get off at 86th Street. I have a job interview,” the girl said.
“I know you didn’t ask for any advice, honey….”
“No, go ahead.”
“Well, just answer their questions, don’t e-lab-o-rate. I’m sure you have references from
people who speak their language. You know what I mean, right?” Harriet could tell that the girl
was nervous: she kept looking at her watch and touching her hair. Harriet had had a lifetime of
jobs: taking care of other people’s houses and families; she wanted to tell the girl about all the
lessons she had learned. Instead, they sat next to each other without speaking as the crowd on the
bus thinned out.
The young woman shook her head and smiled. “I’m getting off here. Thanks for the
advice.”
Harriet held her purse and pushed herself up tentatively. “My pleasure, honey. Maybe I’ll
see you on this bus another morning. Good luck.” Harriet sat, opened her purse, and pulled out a
well-worn address book held together by two rubber bands. What would Eleanor have said to
her, she thought. She thumbed through the pages and found: “No one can make you feel inferior

without your consent.”
Harriet stared out the window and watched the people starting their day. The bus became
less crowded at 86th street so she moved up to the front and sat across from the driver. “Going to
be another hot one, Billy.”
“Yeah, might top ninety-eight today. Good thing we ride cool, hey, Harriet? I noticed you
were making a new friend back there.” He tilted his head.
“Aren’t you supposed to be watching the road?”
“Gotta keep my eyes on the passengers too, this is New York,” he laughed.
“What’s your good news?”
“I just put a deposit down on a condo in Florida.” He continued to talk about how he was
going to rent it out until he retired in two years, how he was going to move to Florida and start a
new life.
Harriet stopped listening when he said “new life”. She smiled and thought of the young
woman who just got off the bus. “You must do the thing you think you cannot do,” Harriet said.
“That’s good advice.” Billy signaled to pull out into traffic.
“Not my advice ‒ Eleanor’s,” she smiled. Harriet often thought about retiring. She was
waiting for this last family, as she called them, to tell her she wasn’t needed anymore. When that
happened, she would be ready. Looking over at Billy, she noticed his air of confidence as he
managed the bus on the crowded streets.
“You got air conditioning in your house?” he asked.
“I sure do.” She paused as Billy put on the brakes for a pedestrian. “Do you ever think
about accidents?”
“Nah, you start thinking about all the things that can wrong in one day, and you freeze
up. I have a natural instinct for this job,” he tapped his head with his right hand. “After a while
everything that can happen has happened ‒ right?”
Harriet smoothed her dress and resettled herself on the plastic seat. “I guess,” she sighed.
“That doesn’t mean we can’t have a surprise once in a while,” he laughed. He looked
over at her. “But I prefer not to have them.”
“I don’t like too many surprises, either.” Harriet rubbed her right arm. She had felt a pain
this morning when she was lifting Jason, the Hall’s son, out of his crib. “A little stiff today, must
have slept on the wrong side.”
“Take it easy in this heat. You’re not in a rush to get to another job, are you?”
“No, Lord, today is an easy one.”
Billy pulled into the bus stop on 125th street. Harriet held on to the railing and waited for
him to lower the steps. It was ten, and the sun was already glistening off the mica in the
pavement. She took a deep breath and started walking home.
Harlem was slowly being gentrified; it seemed that every week there was a new coffee
shop replacing an African American store. White faces, once an oddity, had become
commonplace.
Amadou was standing in front of his restaurant, Little Dakar. He smiled when he saw her
approach. “Morning, Harriet. You should have been at the VOTE people meeting last night.
Sally Thuggs was in rare form; she was booed every time she opened her mouth. The queen of
Harlem real estate doesn’t give a damn about us ‒ the people. She only cares about the new
faces, the white ones. My landlord sent a notice to Omar about raising the rent. I’m sure I’ll be
next.”
Harriet was feeling a little dizzy, and the pain in her right arm was stronger than before.

“What you got cookin’ in there, Mr. Sow? I could use a sit-down and a little breakfast before I
go home. A little water first…please.” Harriet took a handkerchief out of her purse.
“Come in, come in.” Amadou held the door open for Harriet and called to his wife, Awa,
“We have an important guest, fix up some mafe for her.” He turned to Harriet and pointed to a
table in the window of the restaurant. “Here ‒ the best seat ‒ just waiting for you.”
Harriet dipped the handkerchief into the ice water and dabbed it on her face.
“You okay this morning? You don’t look so good.”
“Just the heat and, I think, the little boy, Jason, is getting too heavy for me to lift.”
Amadou gave her another glass of water. “Are you going to sell your house to those
people?” He looked up at a white man staring at the menu in the window.
“No, Amadou, I’m not selling. I’ve told you before: this is where I’ve lived my entire
life, and no person on earth, not even Sally Thuggs, is going to make me move. Besides where
would I go?” Harriet moved her fork and put the napkin on her lap. Sitting in silence they
watched the people outside. “Melting pot,” Harriet said after a long pause.
Amadou sighed, “Not for long.”
Harriet looked at the bowl of fish stew that Amadou’s wife placed in front of her. “This is
exactly what I need, honey.”
Awa smiled and retreated to the kitchen.
“I was thinking about quitting my job.” Harriet surprised herself as she confessed what
was on her mind. “I was thinking about how I would spend my days if I didn’t have to go
downtown.”
“What is the word they use here, the one when you stop working?” Amadou asked.
“Retirement.” Harriet started to laugh along with Amadou.
“No one retires in Senegal ‒ no. You start working as a child, and, before you know it,
you die an old man ‒ still working,” Amadou said.
“Well, I don’t believe I want to keep working till then.” Harriet paused and considered
dying in the apartment of her current employer. She rubbed her arm. “No, I’d like to die in my
own bed…when I’m asleep.” She took a bite of her stew. “My mother lived until ninety-seven.”
“Our people live a long life; we are all from the same tree, Harriet.”
“When I retire I will make some changes,” Harriet said.
“Changing finances is a difficult endeavor, not something to do lightly…” Amadou gave
his advice on how to save money and ended with: “After all, I am a businessman, and I know a
few things.”
Harriet smiled and took a sip of water.
“That’s all I remember. I took a sip of water, and now I’m here.” She looked up at the
emergency room nurse in Mount Sinai Hospital. There was an intravenous tube in her left arm.
She felt the wires attached to her chest. “How’d I get here?” she looked around at the drapes
pulled on either side of the hospital bed.
“A cab driver brought you in with a Mr. …” the nurse paused.
“Mr. Sow.” Amadou said. “What a surprising morning, hey, Harriet? Nice to see you
back on this earth.” He was sitting on the left side of her hospital bed.
“What happened?” Harriet asked.
“We were talking about retirement.” Amadou laughed.
“We think you had a small heart attack; we won’t know until we get the test results.” The
nurse put a thermometer in Harriet’s mouth and clipped a small devise to her finger.

Harriet watched the nurse read her temperature. “I can’t remember anything.”
“You may never remember what happened. I need to ask you a few questions, Eleanor.”
Harriet smiled; it was the first time in years that someone called her by her first name.
“How’d you know my real name, honey? Everyone just calls me Harriet.”
“That’s what it said on your registration paper. Should I change it?”
“No ‒ Eleanor will do just fine. Today is my birthday.”

Aftelife
- Barbara Alfaro
People do odd things
after the death of a parent –
lose their faith,
end a marriage,
travel somewhere
they read of long ago,
as if, as if…
the faces they owned
before they saw
the things no one tells,
would somehow return,
certain and vaguely young.
The last time I saw my mother
she winked at me when encouraged
to attend a sing-along.
I understood that wink to mean
there wasn’t much to sing about
stationed by the large window
in a locked wheelchair so the nursing
home staff could move freely.
That window waits for me.
It does no one good
to cry in the dark,
“I was wrong.” You need
to go on in the way
almost sleeping children
pull bedcovers and sigh
into the breadth of night.
Previously published in The Chesapeake Reader.

Mixmaster
- Ray Scanlon
My granddaughters exit their high school and cruise toward my car, slim, poised, and,
even if you must discount a grandfather's bias, beautiful. But their faces are immobile, oblivious
to the crystalline, cloudless September afternoon. Ah, I think, they're running on empty; I've seen
this before. The stereotype of teenage hunger cannot be dismissed.
I understand the need to avoid showing unseemly enthusiasm among your peers, and I
understand the studied saunter of a teenager asserting pedestrian right of way in front of a car. I
also know that my girls' normal pace, at least in the privacy of their own home, is as often as not
a flat-out run, with stairs taken two at a time. They've clearly diverted all available calories to
locomotion, yet they're barely making steerage way.
They savagely hurl their backpacks into my car, and heave themselves in after them.
They answer my obnoxiously cheery greetings with faint, terse monosyllables, and don't even
bother to suppress hypoglycemic hostility in the few words they say to each other.
If I ask them about getting something to eat on the way home, they'll tell me, "We're
fine." As a grandfather should, I always defer to their wishes without question, but desperate
times, desperate measures. I make the unilateral decision (fortifying myself with Gram's advice
that morning: "Just take them there") and tell them we'll be going to Dunkin Donuts. Though I'm
reasonably certain I'm in no personal danger, it is best not to take unnecessary chances with
hungry teens. I obey the posted speed limits but waste no time on the way to the carbohydrate
dispensary.
Mere proximity to food suffices to raise their spirits. They dictate their sandwich and
drink choices to me with reasonably sunny dispositions. Hunter asks me what I'll get for myself.
"Usually a dark roast." "Hot or iced?" she persists. "Hot." "You need to mix it up. Get an iced."
A grin erupts that I can't wipe off. I do not even think of resisting her. So that's what I order.
Some days after I've finished my medium iced dark roast, just cream, Gram and I bring
the girls a teaser sample of creamed squash soup and the promise that I'm about to make another
batch, out of which I'll be earmarking a full quart for them. Hunter's right on it. "Will it be
exactly the same?"
I quiz the girls after they've had a chance to try the new batch. They noticed it was
thinner (because I used fewer apples) but didn't pick out that I'd added a hint of curry to the
original spicing. And I told them that all my soups are subtly different because the vegetable
stock I use depends on the ever-changing stream of vegetable odds and ends that go into it during
the preceding couple of weeks. This is the appalling sophistry I commit to convince my innocent
granddaughters that I'm not a hopeless creature of habit.
Hunter's sweet concern that I'm getting into a rut touches me, and her perceptiveness,
after a moment's thought, disconcerts me. I'm old enough to know, in general, whether I will like
a new experience, but occasionally I'll try something I'm less able to predict. The Internet makes
it trivial for me to check ‒ and confirm ‒ that Nordic death metal is not my cup of tea. It's
obvious that my comfort zone is not expanding at any supersonic rate. I admit that I might lean a
little too hard on the easy continuity of the familiar; on the other hand, obsessive novelty-seeking
is unattractive in its own right. The sin, of course, lies in the excess, the obsessiveness. Novelty
is an exacting mistress, and it's dicey trying not to go over the line.
Maybe novelty-seeking is an extrovert thing, to derive strength from ceaseless

stimulation, as congenial to the extrovert as it is horrifying to me. To the young, pretty much
everything is novel, and I can cut them plenty of slack for their innocent avidity in their pursuits
(I'll also relay my father's caution to me, for all the good it will do: "You can read about almost
everything, you don't have to try it for yourself"). Leavened with curiosity, some novelty-seekers
strive unremittingly to improve their skill and knowledge; I willingly turn a blind eye to that kind
of excess. The novelty-seeker, afflicted by acquisitiveness, who has not yet learned that the faux
happiness from consuming goods is ephemeral and that he'll always need to buy more, is more to
be pitied than censured. Angling as I am for a berth in one of the more temperate rings of the
Inferno, I can ill afford to judge those at the other end of the novelty-seeking spectrum.
It would be boring indeed if we did not occasionally go with the new, but as someone
who's watched puddles dry in the sun, boring doesn't scare me. Without novelty there would be
no progress, a state probably all of us reject, yet it's easy to mistake mere novelty for progress.
So the quest for restraint and balance and discipline goes on.
A former English teacher, upon my discovering his new Facebook page, responded to my
raised eyebrow by channeling Pope: "Be not the first by whom the new are tried, / Nor yet the
last to lay the old aside." If I were as quick on my feet as he is, I would have chimed in with
Proust: "The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes, but in having new
eyes." I only clicked the "Like" button. But my heart rests content. I'm still above ground
attempting to compute the Golden Mean, and Hunter's work is done. As long as I remember her,
I'm in little danger of shriveling into a crabbed and circumscribed recluse.

Bury the Dead
- Adam Restinow
Oscar remembered. Sitting at the mahogany bar in Riley’s, staring at his Charlie Brown
reflection in the brass-rimmed mirror. Oscar remembered his father’s soliloquy the morning after
college graduation. They were seated at the yellow-Formica and dented-chrome kitchen table,
each with a cup of tepid coffee, each in plaid pajamas, each needing a shower. Raymond
McIntyre, more alert than usual, blinked twice and twisted his gray mustache. Removing his Red
Sox cap, his token of appreciation for good times past, he belched.
“Well,” he began. “Well,” and then he reached across and patted Oscar’s wrist. Shocked
by this unusual familiarity, Oscar blushed. Raymond continued, his words the cadence of
soldiers marching, their intent those of a father confessor. “In a perfect world, your degree in
chemistry would land you a high-paying, room-to-grow career, not a job, a career, at DuPont;
your curly black hair and six feet would attract some ambitious, hot, redhead with more street
smarts than you; and your son and daughter would respect your ethics and appreciate your
financial sacrifices.”
Raymond swallowed his coffee whole. “But the world ain’t perfect, not for most of us,
certainly not for me and you. The best you can hope for is a job, maybe as a chemistry teacher in
some high school where you don’t have to worry about guns and drugs or sexual predators. And
forget about hot redheads. You’re my son so I can say this: you have a spoonful of common
sense but as regards smarts and looks you won’t stand out in a crowd of two. So find someone
you can talk to, who can cook, is good in bed, laughs a lot, and has a job that pays enough and is
steady enough so that when you lose yours, you can live for a while on her salary. If you have
children, and I seriously suggest that one kid is usually one too many, then tell them as soon as
they can understand that the less they expect out of life, the happier they’ll be. That’s not an easy
thing to learn but if you say it often and firmly enough, you won’t have them whining about what
their friends have and how deficient you are as a parent. Enough said. All this talking has made
me thirsty. Get me a cold one, and grab one for yourself.”
Unfazed by the analysis, advice from Raymond being as common as salt, Oscar replied,
“Thanks for the pep talk, Dad. DuPont was third on my list but now that you mention it, I’ll
make it a priority. After I’m there a while, I’ll name a chemical compound after you.”
Oscar couldn’t remember whether his father was drunk or sober at the time. Probably
drunk, he thought; if he’d been sober, he’d have squeezed his speech into a simple, “Shit
happens. Stay upwind.”
Now, twenty-five years later, one week after his father has died of liver cancer and been
cremated, Oscar cradled his head in his hands and considered the accuracy of his father’s advice.
After years as a rep for Baxter Pharmaceuticals, he’d moved into their Round Lake, Illinois, site
as a Quality Lab Associate, preparing drug analyses comprehensible only to other Associates.
The only significant job change since was a shift from nights to days. To his credit, after months
of tedium and some self-analysis, Oscar accepted that his job was just that, a job, and would
generate sufficient income but not unbounded joy. Score one for Dad.
Though he had not inherited his father’s addiction, Oscar treasured his moments at
Riley’s. He habitually opened its iron and glass door on Saturdays at 4:00, claimed the middle
red leather stool, ordered a Sam Adams, and left at 5:00. During that hour he reflected on his fate
and speculated on what might have been. He always concluded that he had had the best past he
could have had and that the future was hopeful. Today, however, was Thursday. He had the urn,

a black granite box, containing his father’s ashes in the trunk of his car, and he was undecided
about his next step. Oscar twisted his wedding ring but no genie appeared to solve his problem,
nor did his wife who resolved all major issues with annoying regularity.
Oscar’s concept of female relationship derived from past observations of his mother,
Lillian. Upon entering a crowded, festive room she, a thin woman who needed tinted glasses and
favored below-the-knees dress, became a silent witness to the words and actions of others, the
person you would least suspect of committing the murder. She was attractive in the way that
frescoes of the Madonna are attractive and would smile when not in the presence of her overserved husband; but, in general, she spent most of her time weeping and gnashing. Some thought
it was God’s grace when she died of an aneurism five years before Raymond, thus denying him
the pleasure of using her as his audience while bemoaning his fate.
When Oscar met Miranda, a fellow Associate, there were no sparks, no lustful thoughts,
no pulse quickening. Instead there was an accidental bumping in the cafeteria, an ordinary
beginning to a relationship which could have ended then and there except that Miranda smiled as
Oscar’s mother smiled. Such a small thing, a smile, but even the universe was once supposedly
no larger than the head of a pin. The consequences of that smile: they lunched together
frequently, and then a series of dinners at Chan’s Italian Bistro, a storefront displaying picture
postcards of world landmarks in its front window and serving a unique fusion of ethnic comfort
foods such as sake-infused meatballs on a croissant.
At the conclusion of the third dinner, Miranda, whose eyes spoke of rain forests and
whose body suggested the complexity of a Beethoven symphony, coughed. Then, smoothing her
skirt and unbuttoning the top two buttons of her blue silk blouse, she ventured, “I think I should
meet your parents.”
Oscar, socially astute as a turtle, replied, “Why?”
Displaying wisdom and knowledge of human behavior well beyond her years, she said,
“Because that’s what most women, and a few men, do at this point. Given our ages and marital
prospects, we are at that point, Oscar. Dating women, at least the ones I know, delight in such
conversations. I get to know you better by talking to the people who know you best; and they,
especially your mother, get to know me. Then, if you really care about our relationship, you do
the same thing.”
“Sounds archaic.” Picturing his father opening the door in his underwear, belly
protruding, and holding a Coors, he added, “Why can’t we just be adults without getting
approval, pats on the back, from others? My mother is a wonderful person who would see you as
the daughter she always wanted; my father just wants me to be happy. And that’s all I want.”
“Who doesn’t?” Miranda sighed, a petite sigh, picked up her knife and pointed it at him.
“When my parents came here from Cuba, they had nothing of value but their lives and the
kindness of relatives who took them in. Family was everything to them, and it is to me. Family
makes me happy.” Idealism, a province of the young, seized her. “Of course your parents will
approve, and so will mine. But approval is just the first step. Next, you need understanding and
knowledge, and that only comes through face-to-face conversation.”
Oscar imagined his father’s slurred words as less than conversation friendly. “You know
I’m not an expert in the art of conversation; not the worst but not the best. My parents aren’t any
better. We could go days without saying anything to each other, sort of like three mute mice.”
“Poor baby,” Miranda grinned, “fortunately you’re looking at a mini Oprah. I guarantee
your parents will tell me things you never knew and that my family, especially my grandmother,
will do a better job of character analysis than any high-priced therapist. Trust me.”

While Oscar’s trust was flawless, he nevertheless insisted on running the gauntlet with
her family prior to the joy of encountering his; delay can be an admirable defensive tactic. The
encounter was memorable.
Served on plates and platters which bespoke the kilns of Barcelona, the snapper flaked
with the slightest touch, the rice was threaded with saffron, the chilies and pearl onions oozed
fire and ice, the flan was served with strawberries. And the wine! Ah, such wine! But now all of
that was gone, replaced by a bottle of red rum, glasses, and cups of dark coffee. In honor of the
guest, the tablecloth was white damask edged in lace; one was careful not to despoil this
heirloom. Oscar sat on one side, Miranda to his right. Her father was at the head, to Oscar’s left,
her grandmother opposite Oscar, and her mother to the grandmother’s left. Five adults, the
optimum number for poker, but in this case there was only one dealer and one player.
Grandmother: “You mentioned during dinner, and I could see that you enjoyed the meal,
that you like to travel. Why?” She sipped her rum and then her coffee.
Oscar: “Well, I learn about parts of the U.S. and other cultures, and then I appreciate
what I have.” Nervous, he swallowed his rum, gasped, and gulped his coffee.
Grandmother: “Oh, and what do you have?” Another sip, a slow licking of lips, a glint of
the grand inquisitor in her eye.
Oscar: “Well,” he sensed that saying the promise of power, fame, and wealth would be
considered ignorant and foolish, “I have opportunities, choices, that many are denied. I have
people who care whether I live or die, and not everyone is so fortunate. And I have dreams. I’ve
met a lot of people who never dream.” Oscar was amazed, almost embarrassed, at his eloquence,
never had he spoken at such length or with such passion. Other questions followed, and the bottle
was emptied, but Oscar’s examination was finished with that insight. He was approved and
understood. Miranda drove his sodden body home.
Dinner at Oscar’s was also memorable. His mother’s idea of honored guest meals was pot
roast, garlic mashed potatoes, buttered spinach, honey glazed carrots, and banana cream pie.
Knowing Raymond, the only liquid on the table was ice water. Putting aside personal habits,
Raymond was clean shaven and wore a white shirt and a maroon tie. Oscar was impressed but
also wary; he knew his father had consumed three beers and a tall whiskey prior to Miranda’s
arrival.
During dinner the women chatted about home furnishings, Cuban foods, and Miranda’s
family. Raymond, usually vocal about the state of the nation and why organic foods are a hoax,
remained silent, as if taking notes, only increasing Oscar’s anxiety. He’s going to say something
stupid, Oscar thought. He’s going to be an embarrassment. As Lillian and Miranda cleared,
Raymond asked, “Are there other Cubans at work?”
Caught off guard, Miranda paused and then smiled, “None that I know of. But then there
could be many Cubans cleverly disguised as Americans now that I think about it. We blend
well.”
Oscar and Ruth laughed at her joke, and Raymond smiled. “So, do you need to use your
Spanish much?”
“That’s an odd question. But, no, I rarely use my Spanish. I constantly pass for a
caucasian, and the Cubans I know speak English as well as you. Even my immigrant
grandmother can be understood by your average red neck.” Miranda smiled but there was
tightness to it.
Hearing alarm bells, Lillian interjected. “I love the sound of Spanish. So musical.”
“And considering that soon a third of the population will be Spanish-speaking, we should

all get used to it.” Oscar rubbed his hands together.
Raymond persisted. “Who says change is good? Used to be a man knew where he fit,
what was worthwhile, worth fighting for. Now all that’s gone to hell. Can’t count on anything
staying the same. What’s the sense in that? Young people today live in the here and now, don’t
look ahead.”
Miranda’s response was silenced by Lillian leading her into the kitchen. “It’s okay, dear,
he rambles on at times. We’re used to it.”
Oscar rose and helped Raymond to his feet. “Let’s go upstairs, Dad.”
Breathing heavily, Raymond sprawled backwards onto his bed, and stared at his son.
“I’m disappointed, Oscar. I thought I did a better job.”
“What are you talking about? You made a fool of yourself at dinner, and you’re making
no sense now. Just go to sleep.”
“She’s not one of us, not a real American. You can do better. I know you can. Find
someone else, find someone who fits.” And then Raymond snored in blissful ignorance.
Oscar’s fist missed his father’s chin by less than an inch. “Fuck you, Dad! Fuck you!”
At the wedding a year later Raymond passed out in the men’s room while Oscar and
Miranda cut the cake.
When the nurse called Oscar as the next of kin, he was watching from the kitchen
window as his teenage daughter shot baskets. He was not surprised to hear that Raymond was
failing. If nothing else, the years of estrangement had enforced his belief that his father was a
self-destructive son of a bitch. And yet he grabbed his car keys, told his daughter where he was
going and why and to call Miranda, and sped to the bedside. If asked, he would not have known
why. He would not have known why Raymond mattered.
Raymond’s room was bare, no well-wishing cards, no flowers, no friends. The patient
was immersed in sheets, the yellow of his face and hands a vivid contrast. “Dad?” Oscar
whispered. “Dad.”
Raymond opened his eyes, pointed at his son, and rasped, “You’re late.” Then Raymond
died.
In the week that followed Oscar learned from a lawyer that all assets, and these were
meager, were to go to Oscar’s daughter, that Raymond had prepaid his funeral expenses, that he
was to be cremated, that Oscar was to inherit the remains, and that burial was at Oscar’s
discretion.
Oscar watched the foam subside in his glass, a sign of his fading attachment to the object
outside. What had once been hatred was changing to indifference. Still. “What should I do,
Ron?”
Ron, the thirty-something bartender attired in a stoplight green shirt and a white bow tie
and grown old dispensing advice favored the answer-a-question-with-a-question approach;
liability was reduced and emotional balance was maintained. “What do feel like doing?”
“Doing what my wife suggested: scatter his ashes on a tavern floor and give the urn to
Good Will.”
“Harsh.”
“Yeah, but justified. When my daughter Martha turned four, he was invited to the party
but we didn’t expect him to show. Mom was suffering, and we figured he’d stay home with her.
Of course just when we were singing Happy Birthday, he pounded on the front door, halfway
between blind drunk and almost sober, shitty grin on his face. And what does he bring as a

present? A puppy, a goddam Golden Lab puppy! He became Martha’s best friend forever. Her
parents gave her stuff she needed: clothes, books. Parents are boring, grandfathers are fun.”
There being no other customers, Ron became enthralled. “Sounds like a good guy.”
Oscar laughed, nodded and sipped his beer. “Sure he was, and I loved him, and I miss
him. But who had to take care of that puppy? Make sure he got his shots, cleaned up his messes,
took him for his walks? Me! Bet your sweet ass it wasn’t going to be my wife.”
“She doesn’t like dogs?”
“She didn’t like my father.”
“Oh?”
“They never did get along. She wasn’t the right woman for me as far as he was
concerned, and he was a racist alcoholic according to her.”
Trying to interject some humor into the moment, Ron said, “Well, you can’t please all the
people all the time.”
“The fact is Melinda is Cuban, and my father lost his job when his plant moved to
Mexico. To him Cubans and Mexicans were all the same. I know, I know! Skin color shouldn’t
matter when you love someone but, sometimes, when we’ve argued over our credit card debt, I
look at her and wonder if I didn’t marry her just to spite the old man. And it doesn’t help that she
only wanted one kid so that we, by that she meant she, could have the time to advance in our
careers. She’s already counseling Martha on negotiating the corporate shark tank. Martha’s only
fourteen, and she’s giving her advice about presentation skills. Christ almighty!”
Ron shrugged. His own partner, an Iraq vet, was as fragile as glass but they always shook
hands at the end of the day. They had found that a handshake between two men was more
reaffirming than a hug or a kiss. “Don’t go there, man. Doubt is gut cancer. Corporal work of
mercy to bury the dead.”
“Mercy? I don’t feel merciful right now.”
Wiping the bar, Ron said, “Not what I meant. Catholic?”
Oscar almost joined his hands in prayer. “Lapsed. Wouldn’t want to be a Catholic these
days; good Pope but too much bad press.”
“Enough shame and blame to make our mothers cry. Anyway, I was taught that you’re
supposed to do good deeds like feed the hungry, give drink to the thirsty, and bury the dead.
Reward in heaven if you believe in all that.”
Oscar laughed. “Heaven on earth is good enough for me. Is there a work called cure the
addict? Now that I could relate to. You know, when I was growing up, I wanted to own a
hardware store. My dad loved tools and gadgets of all kinds, and he would take me with him
whenever he went to the local ACE. I’d wander up and down the aisles, looking at all the
different kinds of hammers and screwdrivers. I’d open the drawers containing the nuts and bolts,
I’d touch the saws to see how sharp they were. Best of all was the smell. There was a certain
smell that made me think this was a man’s place. Don’t know why but that dream never came
true. You know, none of my dreams came true. Too bad.”
“Think you’d be happier?”
“Probably not. But I probably wouldn’t be sitting here deciding what to do with his ashes.
Why am I making such a big deal about it?”
“Good question.” Ron tapped the bar twice. “Why not do what your wife said? Not here,
of course, but there are plenty of other taverns.”
“Doesn’t feel right. Aren’t you supposed to honor the dead?” Oscar shifted on his stool.
“Well, first you have to bury them, and then you can honor them. Take me, for instance.

My partner and I buried one of his Marine buddies a while ago. He’d come back to a wheelchair
and nothing to live for. So, after a month of nothing, a single shot to the heart. Except for his
mother, we were the only ones at the cemetery. Now every Sunday he and I visit that grave for
about a half hour, making sure the area is clean and tending to the flowers we planted. Then we
stand, hands clasped, absolutely quiet, gazing at his grave and all the other tombstones. We don’t
pray, we’re not religious, we just reflect. I think we’re honoring the dead but that’s just me. And
I think we do it because it’s the right thing to do.”
Oscar was silent, could not thoughtfully respond to this story. Putting $20 on the bar, he
turned, stood, and walked out to his car.
An hour later, at home at the dinner table, Oscar took a bite of Melinda’s superb Pork
Adobo. “My compliments to the chef. Your grandmother has blessed you.”
Melinda smiled. She prided herself on her skills in the kitchen but applause was always
appreciated. “Thank you, kind sir. Well, did you get rid of the old bastard?”
“Mom,” Martha yelled, “you shouldn’t talk like that. Sure, Gramps had his problems but
he loved us. Remember how he was always on hand to watch me whenever you or Dad couldn’t
get home from work on time? And remember how he always came to my band performances
even when one or both of you couldn’t make it?”
Melinda said, “Yes, yes, you’re right. He tried, not hard enough as far as I’m concerned
but he did try.” Turning to Oscar, she asked, “Well?”
Oscar remembered opening his car’s trunk, removing the urn and returning to Ron, who
had watched him leave with some curiosity. He remembered asking Ron to take the urn and to
place it on the top shelf where all the best liquor was kept, to bury it between his father’s best
friends, Jack Daniels and Jim Beam. Finally, he remembered shaking Ron’s hand and promising
to return every Saturday at 4:00 to pay his respects.
Now, taking another bite, followed by a sip of Pinot Noir, Oscar replied, “I did the right
thing.”

Appliqué
- Roberta Senechal de la Roche
Make a sestet for the blue mountain,
a wing for one swallow there, show
how his dark shoulder turns, just so,
to cut his insect from the swarm.
Then put him back on the right branch, fast,
just before the deer finishes its leap.

Dust Jackets
- Bruce Harris
The old saying, “You can’t judge a book by its cover,” is a misnomer. All cloth book
covers look alike. More accurately, “You can’t judge a book by its dust jacket.”
Call them what you like, “dust wrappers,” “book jackets,” or “dust covers,” the darn
things are too powerful. According to some online research, dust jackets often add significant
value (around 80-90% more value) to a book. For example, a pristine first edition of Ian
Fleming’s Casino Royale with dust jacket is worth around $50,000, while the book without the
coveted jacket can be had for less than $4,000. Are there any authors out there? How does that
make you feel? The value of your life’s work has nothing to do with the words you permanently
graced onto blank pages, but whether the book you’ve spent a lifetime writing has a crisp paper
dust jacket for which you had no input.
Of course the mere presence of a coveted dust jacket isn’t enough. Heaven forbid you
find yourself with a rare book in a chipped dust jacket. That will decrease the value of your
collectible by a couple of grand. Chipped nails are aggravating, chipped paint is unsightly but
easily repaired, as is a chipped tooth, although not without a little discomfort and money,
especially if your dental insurance is inadequate. But woe is the poor bibliophile with a book
protected by a chipped dust jacket. That’s a lifetime of pain!
Another insidious blight on a dust jacket’s condition is the all too frequently seen and
dreaded price clipped jacket. Who does that? I’ve never clipped the price from a dust jacket. Yet,
I see hundreds of books with a neatly cut front end paper corner, forever separating the book
from its retail price. Why do it? My only guess is that the book is a gift for someone. Okay, but
there really is no mystery as to the value of the gift, is there? Is the giver trying to hide the price
of the gift? I mean, the book no doubt cost anywhere between $19.95 and $29.95, depending
upon the number of pages and the time period in which it was purchased. The recipient of a price
clipped dust jacketed book isn’t going to wonder if the gift giver dropped a hundred dollars or
anything approaching that amount. He or she knows what was spent without seeing the printed
dollar amount! And, the recipient recognizes that with a quick snip of the scissors, the gift
became instantly depreciated. Thanks for nothing.
As lousy as chipped and price clipped dust jackets are, they are tenfold better than
possessing a book wrapped in a perfect condition facsimile dust jacket. What’s that all about?
Clearly, the buyer has been taken, unless they paid for the faux dust jacket with counterfeit
money. That would make sense.
Another problem with dust jackets is the author photograph, typically found on the rear
end jacket flap. Be honest, how often have you read a book and been blown away by its
magnificent setting, sterling prose, incredible characters, intricate plot and real-life drama only to
find the author’s photo a huge letdown? This could take on many forms including, but not
limited to, the author posing with a Boston Red Sox cap on his head and your twitter handle is
@number1yankeesfan.
As a young boy, I never gave dust jackets a second thought. I may be dating myself (not
really dating myself…that’s a totally different essay), but I remember protecting my grade school
textbooks using homemade brown paper grocery bags as dust jackets. We’d cut up the bags, fold
them, and secure them to the books with Scotch tape. Try doing that with today’s minimalcapacity plastic bags.
A way to weaken the dust jacket’s impact and economic power over books is to

strengthen them. Publishing companies should consider making their fragile dust jackets
stronger, or finding a way to reinforce them, thereby insuring that all of their books maintain
high values. One suggestion is to coat the dust jacket with the same heat-sealed clear plastic used
on retail blister packs. The same packaging used for new razors is a good example. The same
plastic that causes “wrap rage” in most humans could serve to protect the otherwise fragile and
susceptible paper dust jacket. The jackets would be impervious to tearing and chipping. Imagine
purchasing one of these specially treated dust-jacketed books as a gift. How would you clip the
price? Even the “As Seen on TV” combination knife / machete, which cuts through cans, bricks,
and is able to leap tall buildings in a single bound, wouldn’t be able to slice through the
infuriating, indestructible plastic layer. The worst book abuser couldn’t harm the dust jacket,
insuring the book and jacket combination will hold their value for generations.
Then again, most people who still read are probably using an electronic device…

A Modern Love Affair
- Mileva Anatasiadou
He is almost thirty-six years old. He has been taught that this is the appropriate age for a
man to start a family. He’s been fooling around for many years, resisting all his ex-girlfriends’
efforts to make him settle down. He decides it’s time to get serious. He has a good job after all.
She is almost thirty years old. She has been taught that this is the age the biological clock
begins ticking. The age above which fertility rate drops abruptly. It’s time to find a good man
and build a home. She, too, has a good job after all.
He makes good money, enough to support a family, provided his wife is equally
qualified. He goes to the gym every now and then to keep fit. He buys tons of books on the
theme “How to find the perfect wife.” He has bought tons of books and magazines, in the past,
on similar subjects which served him well: “How to stay fit in ten easy steps,” “How to find the
perfect girlfriend,” “Forty easy ways to get her go out with you.” He is certain of the outcome.
She tries hard to keep in shape, to stay attractive. She exercises regularly and has taken
some yoga lessons in the past. She decides to upgrade and turns away from all the girly
magazines with the typical subjects: “How to catch his eye,” “The best makeup for your skin
tone,” “Best work out for a lazy girl.” She, too, is certain of the outcome.
Both discovered the theory of everything long ago. They have all those wonderful books
and magazines to thank. A prefabricated design for a life fit to their standards. Because they see
it working in the world around them, they believe it’s the ultimate truth, not just another theory
or a way of life which has prevailed. They think it’s the only way things work. Besides, that is
how the world works. The world does not forgive anything less than perfection.
He sees her from afar. He doesn’t like her much but reminds himself he is not looking for
the most beautiful girl anymore; he wants a woman to spend his life with. So he takes a chance
and makes a move. He’s determined to leave his options open for a while though.
She notices him staring at her. He seems like the good kind of man. Not too handsome,
yet looking reliable and responsible in his suit. She will change him if necessary.
They kiss. They make love. They fall in love. Or so they think.
They are both eager to move on. They quickly decide to move in together, get married,
have a kid or two. Time is ticking, and they do not want to stay behind. They have to keep on the
right track. They unconsciously agree on that. This is their common ground. His plan works. Her
plan works. They still believe they are madly in love.
They analyze children. Like accountants they spreadsheet the pros: traditional family
(their friends have children, why shouldn’t they), bonding relationships, developing beliefs and
values, shopping together, sports, old age caretaker. And the cons: financial burden, career
inhibitor, emotional upheaval, teenage years, physical wear and tear, life style change. He
decides. She acquiesces but silently resents. His dream of a legacy fades. Her clock stops. One
less mouth to feed.
Routine kicks in. Important, or less important, issues arise which have to be sorted out.
He loses his job. She loses her job. They still have to pay the bills so they find lower-paying jobs.
There come even more problems, family and friends interfering, the right location for their ideal
home. They don’t seem to agree easily.
He hates being confronted. He cannot see himself arguing with her. So he doesn’t. He
still wants to have his way though. And he does.
She does not feel secure if she can’t have the whole of him. She hates losing control. She

gets angry when she realizes that she really can’t change him.
He is competitive in a passive way. His therapist says, “You cannot truly communicate
with such a controlling person. She has to let go.” But she doesn’t.
She is competitive in an aggressive way. Her therapist says, “You cannot truly
communicate with that passive aggressive husband of yours. He has to express his feelings.” But
he doesn’t.
They break up, despite having thoroughly followed the guidelines. They hurt for a while
but they move on. It’s not the end of the world after all. Couples do break up. There are tons of
books about divorce to help them out. Mistakes sometimes happen. They firmly believe they
were just unlucky. They never doubt their ways or the instructions. They never doubt anything.
This is just the way of the world. You have to stay on your feet. You have to keep fighting to
win. Life is a boxing match where nothing but victory is accepted.
They soon find other partners. Somebody new to fight against.
And the story begins again.

Studies in B&W
- Denny E. Marshall

The Hachiko Grief Society for Abandoned Dogs
- David Eves
So I’d barely started working at a cafe in Glasgow’s city centre, nothing
special, a slight thin space that could thwack out the odd
bacon sandwich or tea as backup to the register’s scrapes and wheezes
when one day the door punches open and a sizable platoon
of old ladies - anoraked, lightly drizzled, a small spattering of umbrella – ascends
the steps and orders, well, everything we have, so when I have a
second between extra hot waters dear and where are your napkins, son I ask
the queue’s head what prompted this particular maelstrom
of the elderly. “Ah, you see,” says the woman after a quiche with side salad,
thanks, “we’ve just finished a convention, thought we’d all have some
lunch.” She leans forward, eyes a-twinkle: “It was a prophecy convention, actually”
then the words are bubbling up in that part of my brain where
bad jokes go to die and then they’re frothing out in a great green spill and I go
“prophecy convention, huh?” Pause .“I wish I’d seen that coming,” and
then of course the joke doesn’t so much land as sneeze greenly over the ladies
before floating between us, mid-air, still-born, and the last thing I remember
before the curtain plummets over the scene is the thought “Well, there goes my
tip”. I couldn’t help but think of the Scottish prophecy club two years
later when a friend spun me the 1920s tale of doggie Hachikō, an Akita from the
North of Honshu who’d walk her master to the train and then, seeing
him off, would lower his haunches to the cobble and wait for said man to slide right
back. One day, though, when Hachikō’s professor shuttled off for work
his mortal coil got snagged in the train smoke and was whipped away to nothing
(that is, he died) but, ever loyal doggie, Hachikō sat sturdy at the
station for nine years in case her master came with lips parsed and grinning. He
didn’t, of course; yet save from prophesy, from stripping back some
time layers and finding out, how was yon canine to know? How were any of the
dogs sitting through history? How was Greyfriar’s Bobby, Skye Terrier, who,
when his night-watchman owner stood up to one last moon before being tucked
in snug underground, plumped himself down on his master’s earth
for a decade, to know? What about Polish Dżok, keening at the roundabout, or
Kostya from Russia, nose sniffing at the site of a car seven years
crashed? “Ah, you see!” say the writers. “Stop thinking of prophesy in the great
big Biblical sense; think of it as a closer peer into the present. That’s
what’ll get you moving in the right direction.” Take art critic, Victorian sage John

Ruskin, for example, naturalist in every sense, who couldn’t
help but scribble that “to see clearly is poetry, prophecy and religion all in one”. Very
good, John, very good. Maybe with that foresight I’d have known that, bad
quip regardless, the patrons of my cafe would still be decent to sprinkle some
crowned metal beside the sodden teabags; maybe you as well,
John, squinting more closely at your present state, could carve a better path: you could
pick apart at the constant squabbles with wife, Effie, and see your
upcoming date with divorce; maybe you’d see the words unfurled by Rose, your next
love, and see she was only ever closed to you. Maybe you could save
yourself the pain. Maybe too, with eyes locked on the now, history’s long-lost doggies
would have teamed together, maybe at my cafe, and maybe I’ll serve them
biscuits as they sit circular holding name cards and group up to name their loss. “They
call me Greyfriar’s and my master’s kicked it”; “I’m Hachi, and today
I hit the papers for a new home. “There’ll be recovery, applause - but, after a
couple of extra hot waters, dear, after the tip and, home, after flicking
on their own kettles and hearing its thin whine, maybe each dog might still slink
out, back to their old haunts, their stations, their roundabouts;
might sit and pine for an old and familiar bone to break out, though.

The Visitor
- Barbara Taylor
Sylvia was stunned to see a picture of her first ex-husband (there were two more exes
who rarely crossed her mind) in the morning paper. At least, she thought it was Wade. It had
been ages since she’d caught a glimpse of him in the flesh, but, with the help of a magnifying
glass, she concluded the likeness was definitely there. His pear-shaped body clad in a blue
button-down shirt and generic khaki slacks. The pale, round face. But Wade was dancing in the
photo. Alone. Hands curled as if snapping his fingers. Totally out of character.
It took a minute for Sylvia to settle down and read the article. There had been newspaper
accounts of Wade through the years — some with photos, some not. The last report was of his
retirement. A Distinguished Career, the headline read. Wade — retired? He was attached to the
office as if by an umbilical cord. He was his work. But who was he now? Barely twenty-one
when she married him, the separation had been Sylvia’s idea. Part of her unending quest to find
herself. He resisted (“You’re my wife. Isn’t that enough?”), but eventually remarried a wavyhaired woman several years older who didn’t resemble Sylvia. Someone less puzzling, more
settled, and suited to his conventional ways. It was all for the best.
Nevertheless, her throat closed when she read the photo had been taken at an adult day
care center for the “memory impaired” — The Blossom, it was called. A volunteer visited once a
week with an over-sized microphone to sing and dance with his “fans.” Wade was apparently
one of them, prancing around to “Hello, Dolly.” Sylvia let this new, disturbing reality sink in as
she gazed out the sunroom window into the garden. It was spring, and the azaleas were in bloom.
She thought about the school years when she and Wade dated. He was a bright boy — that was
the initial attraction.
Out of the blue, she felt the urge to see him. He’d remember her, surely. She understood
that Alzheimer’s patients might not recognize their current spouse, but Sylvia was far from
current. And lately she had been applying a concoction of green tea and aloe that was doing
wonders for her face. Her friends all agreed she looked ten years younger. Yes, Wade would
recognize her immediately as his first love, and they would share a pleasurable hour reliving the
past — the part before they got married, which was the beginning of the end. No need to talk
about everything that had transpired since.
Unlike many her age, Sylvia had allowed her hair to go gray. “Platinum” was more
accurate, she claimed. Now she had the random thought of coloring it, but dismissed this
possibility as ridiculous and inauthentic. She was still Sylvia, albeit an older, softer version of
that slip of a girl with the striking shock of dark hair. The person Wade would remember. Had
her voice changed, too? She practiced saying his name — not spoken aloud in how long? — as
she looked up the phone number for The Blossom to learn the singer’s schedule. “Thursday is
music, music, music,” a cheery voice said. “The fun starts at 10:00 a.m.”
Fun? Sylvia shuddered. Granted, she had never experienced The Blossom, but she had
been exposed to retirement places many a depressing time. The constant hum of wheelchairs and
the smell of Brussels sprouts, tuberose perfume, and Lysol. A bizarre custom called “Hug Day”
when residents were encouraged to embrace everyone they encountered. She pitied those who
had no alternative; the ones who might otherwise languish on the kitchen floor for days before
anyone checked on them. The ones who had lost the thread and couldn’t recall who was who.
No, Sylvia wasn’t at this point — yet. There was the incident with a son when she blanked on the
name of her bank, but that was a fluke. He shot her a strange look, and she had snapped, “I’m

still your mother, young man.”
Sylvia considered what to wear on Thursday. Nothing overly dressy. She favored black,
but it occurred to her that this choice might not be appropriate for The Blossom. Important that it
not appear she’d given her attire major thought, as she had when she met Wade. When she was
into patchouli and peasant dresses, and he took her to Ingmar Bergman films and concerts. What
a blow to discover down the road that he watched mindless TV sitcoms by the hour in bed. That
his mother fetched cups of egg nog when he was perfectly capable of getting his own
refreshments during football half-time. Parts of him remained a mystery.
After a spritz of citrus toilet water — not too much — Sylvia was ready. Nervous and
excited as if for a first date, she made several wrong turns before she found The Blossom tucked
into an upscale residential setting. She parked, fluffed her hair in the rearview mirror, and
practiced saying Wade, it’s Sylvia, making sure there was no lipstick on her teeth. A greeter met
her at the door, clearly accustomed to directing people who arrived with no idea why they were
there. “Just visiting,” she said, trying to look alert and not in need of day care.
“Here to show off your dance moves?” he asked, making a sweeping motion with his
arm. “Follow the music, sweetheart.”
Sylvia didn’t hear a thing, and she realized too late that she had left her glasses in the car.
Before she could turn back, the greeter gently led her by the elbow towards a large room where
attendees swayed on folding chairs while someone with a nametag identifying him as ‘Lewis’
spoke about being catapulted into what he called his entertainment ministry.
“Dementia runs rampant in my family,” he said, as if it was something to be happy about.
“Let’s make fools of ourselves while we still can.” This was the signal for a helper to turn on a
vintage record player, and a woman wearing a bouffant wig and flowered housecoat began
moving in slow motion to “Louie. Louie” with Lewis.
Meanwhile, Sylvia scanned the assembly for Wade. He wasn’t among the jittery group on
folding chairs. Squinting into the distance, she spotted the back of a man’s head above a blue
shirt collar. He sat alone on a settee facing a wall of windows. She swallowed hard, waiting for
him to glance her way as she approached, but he continued to stare out at the bubbling fountain
and grove of birch trees. Wade had proposed to her next to the fountain at college. Perhaps he
was remembering this now. It had been a beautiful spring day, exactly like this one. An
unforgettable day — vivid in Sylvia’s memory.
“Have you two met?” a nurse wearing rabbit-patterned scrubs asked, loud enough to be
heard over oh no no, we gotta go.
“Well,” said Sylvia. How to explain this?
“Chip here is a regular on Thursdays. Isn’t that right, Chip?” No answer. “And you are -?”
Sylvia was at a loss. Who in the world was this Chip person, and who — or what — was
she? Ex-wife? Former hippie? Lost soul? The nurse waited patiently for a seemingly
interminable period, her look expectant. Finally, Sylvia’s brain stopped buzzing, and she cleared
her throat. “Just visiting.”
“Ahh. Welcome to The Blossom.” The record had stopped spinning, and Lewis was
singing “Danke Shoen” to a tiny, bird-like woman in an acid green polyester pants suit.
Sylvia searched Chip’s frozen face as she felt herself tearing up. The nurse, accustomed
to sudden emotional displays, patted Sylvia’s shoulder before moving on with a basket of juice
boxes.
Sylvia reached into her bag for a Kleenex and dabbed at her eyes. She’d spent an hour in

front of the make-up mirror this morning, but who cared. She bent down, inches from the
stranger she had come to see.
“Dance with me, Chip.” Thank you for all the joy and pain —
“Penny? Is it you, Penny?” His voice was ragged, yet hopeful. He reached out a dry,
trembling hand and connected with her warm one clutching the damp Kleenex.
Sylvia nodded and managed a brave smile. “It’s me.” Still the memory stays, for always.
“I thought you’d never come,” Chip said in wonder as he stood and rocked her in time to
the music. Thank you for seeing me again —

Addictions
- Megan Mealor
there is a murderess on the loose
no asylum could hold her lightning
her beauty is so beyond repair
she will catch fire in the rain
her spirit cannot seem to stay inside the lines
one side of her is a queen
on her way to execution,
unable to believe that that nothing can save her:
not her jewels, not her king
the other side does not exist. it is not there anymore
her rage has silenced moonlight,
painted over forests and fathers,
filled the earth with glass and bone
when she smiles,
flowers learn to speak
she promises nothing
while war swells in the blistering streets,
we bury our dead without bitterness,
promise ourselves that nothing is in vain,
scream and scream in whispers
she laughs herself apart
you will never find her again,
though she will be everywhere
Previously published in Digital Americana, Fall 2012

The Dissociative Property
- Justin Hunter
I've never met my employer. The application process was electronic. Communication via
email. I took tests online and at a contracted medical facility. Stress tests, physical tests, writing
tests, and the most important test, the psychological test.
I had taken tests like that in the past, and I remembered the key was making sure you
didn't change your answer when the question was asked again with different phrasing. Or, maybe
that was a personality test. Regardless, I passed.
“The dissociative property results were through the roof,” the congratulatory email said.
That email was signed by an Employee ID but not a name. Their formula for calculating this
property — a property they seemed to have invented — was never revealed. That's the way it
went. Nameless co-workers and bosses, reveling in my dissociative score. That's why they paid
for the office in the little shopping plaza near my house. Only the best for me, they said.
It's not a great office. It has a single window covered by broken mini-blinds. But the
company sprang for a microwave and a miniature refrigerator. Because of my personality.
Because I could do the job. They have told me that's why I keep getting raises as well. They
needed someone like me for so long, and now they had me. “And we’re not letting go,”
Employee ID 231156 said as a joke in an email a while back.
I'm not feeling very dissociative, though. My job is boring. So boring that I've begun
talking to my spreadsheets. Which is, of course, all my job is. Spreadsheets and online job board
postings. Maybe a newspaper classified ad here and there if the bosses are feeling nostalgic.
I work for Hamilton Fishing Enterprises, the deadliest workplace in America. But I don't
experience any of that from my office in the shopping plaza. I just see the spreadsheets. I see
rows turn orange thanks to distant mouse clicks on the shared file. And I see rows turn red.
It's the numbers in the colorless rows I've been talking to. And I suppose that's a problem.
I suppose that undermines the purpose of my job, the reason I'm tucked away in a remote office,
away from company headquarters, away from the fishermen and women who make up my
spreadsheets in sorted numerical columns.
I'm where I am because of what I do. What needs to be done. Commercial fishing is the
most dangerous job in the country. And Hamilton doesn't have a great record. But they have to
fill openings. And those openings come from the deaths and serious injuries of existing
employees.
But the people who know these men and women who go out on the seas cannot be
expected to post a job opening. They can’t be expected to ignore their emotions, set aside their
sadness, and ask for applications. That’s what the bosses tell me. They say it’s too difficult. But
someone has to do it. So, I’m here. Doing just that.
“George, things have been going a little too well,” I say to a row in my spreadsheet
containing Employee ID 245678. This number just felt like it was a George.
I checked the rows one more time. No new oranges or reds since two weeks ago when I
had to post four job opportunities all in the same day. George felt bad on that day, so I felt bad as
well. “How are things out there? I worry and wonder, George. I think if I’m not posting a new
job that —”
I can’t even say it. He knows what I worry about. I’ve been talking to him for a month
now. It seems like it happened all at once, but there were days, maybe weeks, where I’d look at
his row, I’d look at his number, and I’d almost say something. But I didn’t. Until last month.

I flip over to the job board. Part of my job is to sift through the applications, toss the
spam, forward the good applications to the bosses. These people, I assume, get to know the
bosses. They learn their names, their faces. If they’re hired, they learn the personalities of the
bosses. But not me. And that’s all right. I’ve got George now. Even if I’m not supposed to. Even
if I might lose George to a colored row.
“Ten new applications, George,” I say, flipping back to my spreadsheet. I like to address
him directly, not behind another browser window. “Can you believe that? We’ll have those
positions filled in no time. Get you some help out there on those rough waters.”
The day passes. Lunch is a frozen pasta meal with an orange juice. Then I go home. It’s
been a year of this. Go to work, look at the spreadsheets, post jobs, go home, eat alone. But now
I have George, and he’s agreed to come over for dinner.
I make meatloaf and sit down with George sitting across from me. He’s thankful for the
meal. “You wouldn’t imagine the shit they feed us out there on the water,” he says.
He eats like — well, like a man who’s been at sea for weeks. But I notice he hasn’t
touched the bottle of beer I set in front of him. I start to ask him about it, but then I remember.
It’s not real. George is not there. He’s a number. His name probably isn’t even George. I shake
the thought from my mind and force the imagination. I imagine George telling me a story of their
last outing. Two men had to be brought below deck after a rope came loose and sliced through
their hands.
“So, will they show up orange?” I’m thinking about my spreadsheet. Thinking about the
job. It’s always about work. Stupid.
George shakes his head. “Nah, they’re fine. They were back at it the next day. No
problem.”
I ask George about his family, and he tells me he has two sons. He tells me he wouldn’t
wish this job on them if it were the only job in the world. He would want his sons to take to
crime, to rob people before they ever worked the sea.
I think about the red rows in my spreadsheet, and I understand. We shouldn’t have to
think about the bad stuff so I make a joke about the sea, “Hey, George. what do you get when
you mix the ocean and the state of Colorado?”
“What?” he asks.
“Sea-Weed, man.”
George falls off his chair laughing. It’s nice to have a friend.
The night goes on like that for a couple hours, and then I’m tired. And then George is
gone. And then I’m asleep.
A new one went orange overnight. Employee ID 237890. I’m sitting in my office, the sun
barely up, the morning traffic hardly making any noise outside. I should have slept in. I had a
late night hanging out with George. I look at his row in the spreadsheet and smile at the memory
of the stories he told me.
Then I look back to 237890’s row. Shit. Serious injuries are just as bad as death as far as
the company is concerned. I get it. It means monetary settlements, newspaper reports, P.R. spins.
All the things I don’t handle. But it also means hiring, which I do handle.
I flip over to the job board. I’ve got a template for this type of thing. Makes life a lot
easier when you’re posting anywhere between 50 and 100 jobs per year. The job is posted. They
go up that quick. An orange line or a red line, and that person’s job is ready for the vultures to
pick apart within a day. I scan the spreadsheet, find George’s ID. Still colorless.
As the day drags on, I flip on the ceiling fan and watch its blades spin in a slow circle. I

feel the musty air pushed down by the motion. I smell the dust kicking off the blades. Then I
make some bagel bites for lunch. I grab a Sprite and take my bagel bites to my desk and eat.
As I eat my lunch, I think about forgetting George. If I could talk to someone else, maybe
I could. But I don’t have anyone else. Mom’s in a home, Dad’s gone. There is no one else.
Maybe that’s why I got this job. Maybe that’s why my dissociative property was so attractive.
Maybe I was the dissociative property. Companies have “properties.” That’s what they call them.
I think about those huge media companies I’ve read about. They have their film properties and
their television properties. Perhaps Hamilton had me — their dissociative property.
I pull the string on the mini-blinds and raise them for the first time since I’d been
working in that office. The sunlight bounces off my gray desk and into my eyes. I squint and
look out across the shopping center plaza. Chrome and glass and blacktop. And people. They
walk from their cars to the stores. Those coming from the grocery store carry bags, plastic and
paper. They place them into the trunks of cars. They talk on their phones. They are part of
something.
I turn back to the computer and see it. I rub my eyes because the reflected sun might be
affecting my ability to see color. I move closer, lean in toward the monitor. I don’t have the
spreadsheet sorted properly, but I think there’s an extra orange row.
I should have searched for his ID first, but I sort by color. Oranges first, reds second,
colorless rows last. I count the orange rows. I was right. One new orange ID. I close my eyes
because I know. But then I open them for confirmation. Employee ID 245678 has earned its
orange stripe. George has been hurt. Hurt bad.
I should switch to the job board, should pull up my template. Post a new job, that’s what I
should do. But instead, I pace the office. George and I had just eaten dinner together. He couldn’t
be hurt. He couldn’t have gotten back out to sea that quick. No, I remind myself. That’s not what
happened. He wasn’t there, you don’t know his real name. George isn’t real. No one on that
spreadsheet is real. They are all just numbers. Numbers and colors and positions to be filled if
necessary.
“George?” I ask.
He doesn’t respond. Of course he doesn’t. He’s hurt. He’s hurt bad enough to turn
orange. Any number of things can happen to a man or woman at sea to turn them orange. A neardrowning that permanently disables the brain. A severed limb from a chain or a harpoon to the
chest. Some of these things end up killing the person, and when that happens, orange turns to
red.
Not George, though.
“George, talk to me, please.”
I look out the window again, and the people outside don’t look like they are part of
something. They look like they are disparate pieces of something that can never fit together.
That’s why I’m in here. I’m part of something. I matter.
“You’ll be all right, George. Fight through it. Please.”
I sit back at my chair and stare at the spreadsheet. I need to know more. But that’s not
part of this. My job is to know less than everyone else. My job has purpose, and no one else can
do it but me. But I don’t want to do my job, I want to know about George.
I open my email account in the web browser. I don’t have to check it often. Not much
communication flows in from the bosses. And none flows out from me. My paystubs are sent
there, and there are six consecutive emailed paystubs before my last email from the bosses. It
was just a note. “Doing great.”

I start a new email. The company directory is nothing but Employee IDs. I wonder if
that’s how it is for other employees. Or, maybe other employees have a directory of names.
Maybe my name is listed among the others in someone else’s directory. I scroll until I find one
of the bosses. I find his or her ID, and I start a new message.
“What do I say, George?” I ask. “Help me with this. I need to know.”
I type, erase. Type, erase.
“You’re going to be fine. It’s O.K.”
I grab the mouse and move the cursor over the “x” to close the message. I want to click,
but I can’t. I don’t know if George is going to be O.K. And George is my friend. Friends deserve
to know. They deserve to know how the people they care about are doing.
I type again, and this time, the words make their way to the email body. I do not erase. I
read the message aloud, to the George I imagine. “Good afternoon,” I say while reading. “I know
a;`
it’s not my place to ask, but I’m curious. “I would like to know what the medical status of
Employee ID 245678 is.”
I take a breath. It hurts my lungs. I should erase this message and just stop all this. But
that’s not what I do. I read on.
“I saw his,” I say aloud, but then I catch myself. I delete the word “his” and replace it
with the words “the employee’s” in my email and start reading again.
“I saw the employee’s row turn orange, and I wondered what had happened. I wondered
how serious the injuries were. I understand this is not my place to ask, but I hope that you’ll
make this one exception. I have done nothing but good work for you, and I’m just asking this one
thing. Will Employee ID 245678 be all right?”
I roll back in my chair, away from the desk and the mouse and the keyboard. Away so I
can’t send the message. I spin the chair around and think about George. He told me he had a
family. I can’t imagine his boys growing up without him. His wife, she would be devastated. I
need to know.
I shake my head. None of that is real. But it doesn’t matter. Real is nothing. The people
outside in that shopping center parking lot, they’re not real. I’m real. George is real. And I need
to know. I roll forward and lay my hand on the mouse. I move the cursor to the “Send” button
and hover it there for a moment. Then I click it. It’s gone with a whoosh noise from the computer
speakers. I close my eyes and wait.
But I don’t get a response, and the sun slides across the sky outside my window. The
clouds become orange, and the traffic on the streets around the shopping center picks up. I go to
the miniature refrigerator and get another Sprite. I pop it open and chug it.
An hour has gone by. Two. Still, no reply. And I have not posted George’s job on the job
board. I go to the computer and look at the spreadsheet. I focus on George's number. Still
orange, as if I thought it would go back to colorless. Once a row is colored, it never goes back.
A car’s tires squeal outside my window. I look to the parking lot and see a black van.
Two men climb out and walk toward my office. One has a cardboard box in his hands. The other
has a manila envelope. They come right up to the door, they don’t ring the buzzer. They come
inside.
“Can I help you?” I ask.
They don’t say anything. The one with the box empties the miniature refrigerator of my
food and drinks and places it all in the box. He then goes to the desk and sweeps all my personal
effects into the box. This consists of a single framed photo of my mother and three sharpened
pencils. When he’s done, he stands by the door. This is when the other man approaches me. He

hands me the envelope and touches my elbow. He nods to the door.
“What?” I ask.
He nods to the envelope, then he nods to the door. I open the envelope and find severance
paperwork. Three weeks’ pay in the form of a check. A letter on Hamilton Fishing Enterprises
letterhead explaining that my services are no longer required. The man who had handed me the
envelope guides me to the door. Just before we leave, I look back at the computer. Back at the
spreadsheet. Back at George’s row.
Employee ID 245678’s row has turned red.

Morning Shadows
- Stacey Jones
My shadow appears, elongates, disappears,
each streetlight becomes the sun of my padding galaxy
recedes and keeps to its small world
as I pass on to the next.
At 5 a.m., the running path is a moral highway
of self-discipline, a thinly populated route to races
far away in a sunlit future.
The darkness protects me from anything
beyond the beat of the meet of my shoe with the road,
where in the paling light of the lamps,
the beetle casualties of the night,
cracked, black and broken warlocks,
losing their oozing magic on the asphalt,
have no power over me.
I am going
on.
Out of a black shadow a gray shadow will appear,
another runner, pushing nowhere but “farther,”
dilutes the path with energy, then disappears.
Mile after mile, the darkness flees further,
the sun pinks then blues the sky
and a world emerges from beyond the path.
The streetlights pop and darken in deference.
I go out, too, finished, I stop running and
walk into the bright world’s worries.

Dancing With My Eyes
- Catherine Wolf
The blink, the dart, the rolling of my eyes,
I’m dancing to Mick Jagger with my eyes.
My bedroom is the forest, dancing alone.
I don’t need a partner, music is enough
to pony with rocking eyes, feel the love.
Pine trees sway and shimmy with me to drums
My legs inert can’t move, but I’m dancing
in the moonlight, with exploding stars.
ALS cannot stop my dancing eyes.
The frogs hop and bop, the crickets screech the beat.
I become a tiger leaping branch to branch.
My stripes breathe in and out to the thunder.
On distant planets, flashing lights blaze bright.
The trembling air blasts and swirls with music.
I’m dancing with my eyes. Kaleidoscope
Swings round. The blink, the leap, rolling to the beat.
I’m dancing with Mick Jagger. Satisfied!
ALS can’t stop my joy of dancing eyes.

Completeness
- Sneha Subramanian Kanta
They'd banish'd the noonday lyric
Though it muffle play'd
There was you — how close you were,
And close remain'd.
The sky dwindled into a gray overcast,
How little music the birds chirp'd,
Though close frigates were we,
And close remain'd.
We sail'd unto phosphorescence,
By eventide ― were new'r
Our sails set to-ward the ether
And close remain'd.

The Sound of My Voice
- Elizabeth Holleman
Above the steep Bald Mountain trail, the red-tailed hawk circles,
watches my slow progress toward the summit. I see you
standing high above me on a rocky ledge, your form shimmers
in the sun. I call look but only hear your great laugh echoing
down the Valley before you press on into the afternoon light.
The bald eagle sweeps low over the riffs and eddies of the Snake,
watches me make the cast we learned together, land a Rainbow.
I call look, forgetting once again, you are gone
beyond the sound of my voice, beyond the next bend.
The word echoes along the rocky banks of the River.
From the Northwoods Lift I spy a porcupine asleep
in the heart of an Aspen. I call look and the wind rushes
across my chapped face, snatches the word, tumbles it across
the face of Vail Mountain, into Sun Down Bowl, far away
from the empty seat beside me on the double chair.
The Blue Heron glides to a stop at the marsh edge in Kiawah,
stalks the shallows for breakfast, spears silver minnows,
careless frogs with precision and patience. I call look
but hear only the soft squeak of the empty hammock,
the hummingbird’s scold over missing red sugar water.
On Bohicket Creek at sunset, a flock of brown pelicans
rests near the bank. A school of dolphins follows
our boat, jump, twirl, speak in high pitched
squeals to the grandchildren you never met. I hear
engine thrum, their call to me, Look! Look! Look!

A tone poem waiting to be born
- Martha Phillips
She is falling through the cracks
Cracks in family
in friendships
And the big crack in faith.
What might break the fall?
Without breaking the one who falls
Rarely is it the first chink
Which cracks the cup.
That simply crazes the glaze
beginning the myriad of
rivulets that compromise
the integrity of the whole.
When the drought of care
from kinfolk, friend or even self
of being without
connection to
the greater presence,
Her parching runs ever deeper
She thirsts for salvation in this life
longs for affirmation that
she matters and will be saved
for now, for other times Even those beyond…
And then she meets a wisdom:
‘When the egg is cracked from without,
It dies…
When an egg is cracked from within,
It bodes that life will begin.’
Come, Love - break my heart.

Icarus’s Daughter
- Jason Fisk
She swung
on the rusty
backyard
swing set
pointing her
bare feet
toward the sun
swinging closer
and closer
And then
the chains melted
and the child
fell to the ground
Tears turned
to steam
halfway
down
her cheeks
A pang of guilt
as her father
watched
from air-conditioned
comfort inside
She looked
to see if he had seen
He waved
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